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WeAre Group continues its international expansion with
the signing of the WeAre India Private Limited joint venture
with AURO Mechanicals
After the WeAre Pacific creation in 2018, WeAre strengthens its presence in Asia with the creation of
WeAre India through the joint-venture signing with Auro Mechanicals.
This agreement formalizes the parties’ desire to build a strong Indian player on the sheet metal and
detailed parts market and to accompany WeAre Group major global customers.
This joint venture also allows WeAre to consolidate its strategy in the defence market and to penetrate
a fast-growing country.
Auro Mechanicals is a sheet metal parts manufacturer for the automotive and aerospace defence
markets. The plant will be based in Nagpur, providing a central position in the country and as near as
possible to the group’s major customers. The plant will be composed of a young and dynamic team of
20 employees.
The start of production is scheduled for March 2020.
Richeek GUPTA, CEO Auro SpaceTech
It’s a pride for us to be part of the WeAre family. Being in Nagpur will give us an edge and also the first
movers advantage as all companies are bound to come due to the strategic location.
With WeAre India we will go from strength to strength and build together this success story.
Philippe RIVIERE, CEO WeAre International
Our Indian development represents a major challenge for our key customers support
which are waiting for a structured local supply chain.
I am convinced that the pooling of Auro and WeAre’s expertise will meet these challenges.
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WeAre Group continues its international expansion with
the signing of the WeAre India Private Limited joint venture
with AURO Mechanicals
Overview of the AURO MECHANICALS COMPANY

Incorporated in the year 1973 at Ludhiana (Punjab, India), Auro Mechanicals is a well-known Manufacturer and
Supplier of a premium assortment of various High Tensile Fasteners, Auto Parts, Sheet Metal Components, HSFG
Nut Bolts, Turning Components etc. It is a sole proprietorship company running its operations with the aim to cater
to the needs of clients in best possible manner. The offered products are designed and manufactured by their skilled
professionals using high quality basic material and up-to-date technology with the help of latest machines as per the
set quality standards. Their specialists work in orchestrated manner with each another to satisfy the various requirements of their clients in the best possible manner. Being a client-oriented organization; they make massive effort to
present their customers with excellent quality products as per their requirements.

Overview of the WEARE Group

Founded in 2016, WeAre Group specializes in the manufacture of small mechanical parts with high technological
value and complex small sub-assemblies. The group has a historical presence in France and has established sites
in Morocco and Tunisia, as well as in Asia, where it operates in Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam.
The WeAre Group designs competitive solutions tailored to the needs of its clients in the aeronautical, space, defence, energy, transportation and medical sectors. Thanks to its fully integrated production process, from materials
through to sub-assemblies, and its expertise with advanced conventional techniques and additive manufacturing,
the Group can supply Europe and Asia in terms of both R&D projects and mass production. The group employs
2000 people across 31 sites worldwide and has a turnover of $275 million.
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